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ISO20022, also known as the universal financial industry 

message scheme, is the platform proposed by the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO) to develop all financial 

messages. It is not a suite of message standards, but a recipe 

to develop message standards for all domains in the financial 

industry. The main ingredients being syntax-neutral business 

modelling methodology, i.e. the business model of a message 

is not dependent on any technical language, and design rules 

which decouple the business standard from the physical 

message formats, i.e. the rules that describe how the messages 

represent the various business operational requirements 

are distinct from the rules that define how messages are 

constructed and formatted from a technical perspective.  

The model can evolve with the business, while the format can 

evolve with the technology to benefit from the latest innovations.

At the beginning of the century, an XML was perceived to 

provide a common language for the industry. However, since 

XML is not a language, but a meta-language (i.e., it is  

a framework with which you can define several other 

languages), numerous standardization initiatives resulted in the 

creation of many overlapping standards such as MDDL, FIX, 

FinXML, VRXML, RIXML, XBRL, FpML, IFX, TWIST, RosettaNet, 

OAGi and ACORD. This has led to a waste of resources through 

duplication of efforts and a high cost of change.  

Today we have complex, multi-standard XML-based interfaces 

which have made the architecture landscape complex and 

rigid for financial institutions. There are multiple point-to-point 

connections with data being mapped directly between one 

application to another. The process, routing and rules logic 

are developed to specific standards which have made change 

costly, unscalable and difficult to maintain.  It has been difficult 

to adopt the latest technology services to improve business 

processes and offer new product features.

ISO20022 aims to decouple the point-to-point connections by enabling each standards’ message to be converted to an ISO 20022 

standard which all other messaging standards can understand and process.

Figure 1 
Point-to-point connections between various standards

Figure 2 
ISO20022 acting as central model for translation between various standards
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ISO20022 thus provides a way to rationalize the messaging 

standard landscape. However, dissecting the as-is architecture 

state - with multiple point to point connections, systems, data 

models, bespoke processing rules and logic - could be an uphill 

task. The scale of impact, especially in payments, in adopting 

ISO, is huge as it impacts most of the players and systems 

across the payments value chain. Further, the organizational 

inertia of avoiding business interruption for payments is also 

substantial.

Capco has recently started to lead a multi-year payment 

transformation program for one of the UK’s Big 4 banks to 

transition the bank’s payment infrastructure to ISO20022 

standards. We supported the bank to establish a target 

architecture state and implement foundational solution 

components that helped our client to offer real-time domestic 

interbank payments to their customers, using ISO20022 

messages. These foundational solution components that 

we delivered have further enabled the bank to extend the 

ISO20022 adoption in their organization into offering real-time 

payments for other geographies and payment types.

Based on this firsthand experience, we have numerous lessons 

learned and careful considerations about how the existing 

payments architecture landscape of banks can be evolved 

towards adopting ISO20022 standards. In principle, we 

advocate that a bank’s long-term objective should be for one 

single standard approach used by all systems. However, in the 

interim, several standards would need to coexist to respond 

efficiently to competitive pressures and regulatory demands. 

We believe the following six solution considerations will ensure 

banks looking to adopt ISO20022 standards for payments to 

achieve the long term ‘convergence’ towards a single ISO20022 

standard, and at the same time also facilitate short-term 

‘coexistence’ of several standards to provide a workable series 

of transition architectures.

1. Expose payment functions as internal APIs  
− Thereby promoting payments business capability reuse 

across the bank internally.

• Identify and expose the payment functions (such as 

payment initiation, payments validation and payments 

cancellation) as standalone APIs to consume ISO20022 

payloads. Ensure the APIs which need rules and data states 

such as ‘validation’ are developed using micro-service 

architecture.  

• Ensure the APIs are compatible with old as well as new 

versions of ISO20022 messages for effortless adoption by 

front end channels, following a graceful upgrade approach.

• Ensure the APIs are reused for all payment types such as 

low value batch and high value payments across different 

geographies.

• Connect the external client facing APIs (such as Open 

Banking APIs) with these internal APIs to drive synergies.  

2. Manage payment processing centrally  
− Have a central orchestration layer and rules engine to 

process all payments to ensure payment processing logic is not 

duplicated.

• Ensure payment processing steps are orchestrated as 

business process models which are modular and reusable. 

T H E  S I X  R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S :
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The business process layer utilizes the APIs wherever 

possible to process the payments.

• Ensure channels do not determine the payment route 

(scheme/country). Most legacy channels currently have 

logic to determine the payment route. Make channels 

agnostic of payment route by refactoring the payment 

routing logic, if any, and use an orchestration layer to 

determine the payment route. This will make channels light 

weight.

• Ensure orchestration has intelligence to re-route the 

payment if the main payment rail is not available due to 

any reason. This improves resilience and end customer 

experience.

• Central processing should be used for all payment types 

across all geographies. 

3. Take care of your rich iso payments data 
− Centrally store rich ISO20022 payments data which can 

be analyzed later to generate insights and unlock revenue 

generating opportunities. 

ISO20022 provides a rich data set and ability to carry more 

data. It has enhanced data model with new logical groupings via 

nested elements and additional new, dedicated and mandatory 

elements. For example, it provides granular data for each 

party in the payment chain and additional elements to identify 

intermediary parties in a payment. 

• We advocate storing rich ISO20022 payments data 

centrally, preferably in a cloud environment, as the payment 

progresses from channel through to the payment schemes. 

Hosting in the cloud will provide flexibility to scale based 

on your needs and enable you to use the off-the-shelf 

analytical tools available from cloud vendors.

• Analysis of the data can generate valuable insights to drive 

development of new payments products and features.

• Ensure an event driven architecture pattern, instead of 

point to point integration, is used to transfer the ISO20022 

payments data at each processing step. The event driven 

architecture will enable you to retain historical ordering and 

context and use asynchronous messaging, which is more 

robust to heavy traffic or interruption, eventually becoming 

consistent with less likelihood of needing intervention

4. Enable stp by warehouseing payments centrally1 
− Warehouse the payment separately in a central data 

store while orchestrating so that stalled payments can be 

automatically resolved and replayed to improve the STP rate.

Payments with future value date or bulk payments that need 

to be throttled to enable real-time processing can be managed 

better by warehousing the payment centrally in a separate data 

store. Further, if there is any issue while processing a payment, 

for example if any intermediatory processing service such as 

sanctions service is not available, then warehousing would 

enable replaying and retrying the payment again later instead of 

re-initiation. 

The rich and granular data of ISO enables banks to decide on 

when a payment needs to be warehoused and enables banks 

to manage and replay stalled payment without the need of re-

initiation thereby helping bank to improve their STP rates.

5. Develop central translators 
− Centrally translate data between the different messaging 

standards to avoid point to point integrations.

Today, payment processors use a number of financial 

messaging standards. Due to the disparate standards, data for 

cross-border payment processing is transformed and translated 

many times across the payments value chain. This makes the 

payment data susceptible to misinterpretation and very often 

needs manual intervention to prevent delay in processing.

ISO20022 provides a single message standard which acts 

as a central model and reduces the translation effort needed 

between the different financial messaging standards. With 

ISO20022, each standard would only need to translate to the 

master to ensure integration with any other standard.

For payments transformations, ensure that translators from MT 

to MX and between different ISO versions, of same message 
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type, are exposed as stand-alone APIs that can be centrally 

used across the payments infrastructure to promote reuse and 

avoid duplication of efforts.

6. Improve the customer experience 
− Refactor channels to migrate any bespoke message validation 

and routing related logic to internal APIs. This will lean out 

processing logic in the channel and provide better performance, 

leading to better customer experience.

To benefit from ISO, a bank’s customer involvement is a must-

have requirement.  The rich ISO structure provides the ability for 

channels to pass more granular remitter and beneficiary details 

and receive accurate and elaborative error details on payment 

processing. This is a great opportunity for channels to refactor 

their design to adapt to ISO20022 and provide better customer 

experience through improved data quality and data accessibility.

Below is an example of target state that can be achieved by 

following the six recommendations.

Product System Integration LayerProduct System Integration Layer

Core Banking Integration Layer (System APIs)Core Banking Integration Layer (System APIs)

Orchestration EngineOrchestration Engine

ISO20022 PayloadsISO20022 Payloads

Channel 1Channel 1 Channel 2Channel 2 Channel 3Channel 3 Channel 4Channel 4 Channel 5Channel 5

BOS 1BOS 1 BOS 2BOS 2 BOS 3BOS 3 BOS 4BOS 4 BOS 5BOS 5 BOS ..BOS ..

      Internal Payments APIs – Microservices – Cloud Hosted       Internal Payments APIs – Microservices – Cloud Hosted 

RequestRequest

Rules EngineRules Engine

NotificationNotification SanctionsSanctions FraudFraud RTPRTP Bulk-debulkBulk-debulk AuditAudit RequestRequest ValidationValidation ReportingReporting TranslatorsTranslators

WarehouseWarehouse

StorageStorage
Processing EnginesProcessing Engines
(Cross border, HV)(Cross border, HV)

Processing EnginesProcessing Engines
(Domestic LV)(Domestic LV)

Clearing and Settlement Integration LayerClearing and Settlement Integration Layer

Domestic GatewayDomestic Gateway COTS GatewayCOTS Gateway

GatewayGateway

Channels layer showing 
different channels offering 
different payments 
products

6. Improve customer 
experience

2. Manage payments 
processing centrally

3. Take care of your rich 
ISO payments data

1. Expose payment 
functions as internal APIs

5. Develop Central 
Translators

4. Enable STP

6. Decoupled and 
leaner channels layer to 
provide better customer 
experience

2. Central orchestration 
layer offering reusable 
process models exposed 
as process APIs

1. Enable capability reuse 
across the bank internally

5. Centrally translate 
message types to avoid 
point-to-point translations

4. Warehousing the 
payment improves STP

3. Analyze and generate 
insights to unlock revenue 
generation opportunities

Solution Layers Recommendations

Benefits

Target State Architecture for ISO20022 payments transformation

Layer that integrates 
channels with business 
processes specific to 
products offered by 
channels

Orchestration Layer that 
exposes process APIs 
to channels via product 
integration layer

Payments business 
capability layer that 
expose each unique 
capability as micro service

Layer exposing functions 
of Core banking BOS 
system as APIs

Back office system 
layer exposing key 
functions needed for 
payment execution and 
management

Payments business 
capability layer that 
expose each unique 
capability as micro service

Clearing and settlement 
layer to enable process 
inward payment 
messages. Domestic 
and Commercial off the 
shelf Gateways enable 
integration with Core 
banking systems

Figure 3 
Highlights the six recommended components for ISO20022 payments transformation
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Banks have been struggling to decommission and prepare their 

existing infrastructure for transition. In March 2020, SWIFT 

delayed the migration for cross border payments and cash 

reporting by a year to give more time to banks to manage their 

infrastructure change. This has given an opportunity to banks to 

rethink and validate their transformation strategy.

Each of the recommendations discussed above, can help banks 

struggling to transform their infrastructure, to validate and 

enhance their payment infrastructure architecture target state 

effectively. 

By following these six recommendations, banks can de-risk 

their progress and save the cost of change and realize the 

benefits much quicker than anticipated.

It is critical not to implement all the recommendations at once, 

and for all the payments types and geographies. A scoped and 

gradual transformation approach with well-designed transition 

architectures will reduce the impact and risks to regulatory 

compliance or reporting needs, and delivery risks. 

If you are in initial stages of transformation, we propose 

transforming domestic inward payment types first and building 

APIs for business functions as the first solution components 

to start the journey. Later, design and implement central 

orchestration layers and rules engines. The refactoring of 

channels and generating insights from ISO20022 data should 

be handled in the final transition steps.

For more information about ISO20022, and how 

Capco are helping to digitally transform and enhance 

organizations all across the financial services 

landscape, please contact us.

Definitions and acronyms explained

• STP – Straight through processing

• Warehouse – Central data store to store the payments instruction and the 

processing state

• SWIFT MT Message – Legacy non-XML proprietary message format

• SWIFT MX Message – ISO 20022 message format

• SWIFT − Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication

XML Messaging Standards

• MDDL − Market Data Definition Language an XML-based messaging format for 

exchanging information related to financial Instruments

• FIX − Financial Information eXchange - Protocol used in trading environment

• VRXML − Vendor Reporting eXtensible Mark-up Language. Format used to store 

and report Market Data inventory

• RIXML − Research Information Exchange Mark-up Language. a standards 

suite for describing investment research, capturing inter-firm interactions, and 

streamlining updates to coverage lists and research team rosters.

• XBRL − This is a freely available XML based global framework for exchanging 

business information

• FpML − Financial products Mark-up Language is the business information 

exchange standard for electronic dealing and processing of derivatives 

instruments

• IFX − The Interactive Financial eXchange (IFX) specification is a mature,  

well-designed XML-based, financial messaging protocol, built by financial industry

• TWIST − Transaction Workflow Innovation Standards Team - non-proprietary XML 

message standards for the financial services industry

• RosettaNet − This standard is based on XML and defines message guidelines, 

interfaces for business processes, and implementation frameworks for interactions 

between companies

• OAGi − This is an XML Interoperability standard and data model provided by 

the Open Access Group, supporting the electronic exchange of data, especially 

business documents

• ACORD XML − Extensible Mark-up Language is the electronic language 

of the insurance Internet, facilitating real-time, cross-platform, peer-to-peer 

communication

Further reading

• ISO 20022 - Registration Authority

• SWIFT ISO20022 Timelines

• SWIFT Timeline delay news

https://www.iso20022.org/
https://www.swift.com/standards/iso-20022-programme/new-approach-iso-20022-adoption
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/35463/swift-delays-iso-20022-cross-border-payments-migration#:~:text=Swift%20is%20to%20delay%20the,existing%20infrastructure%20for%20the%20transition
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